In this paper, an Adaptive Sliding Mode Controller (ASMC) is designed and applied for a magnetic levitation system (Maglev) where a steel ball is desired to be stabilized at a desired position with existence of uncertainty in system model. Additionally, a sliding mode differentiator (SMD) is used for estimating the ball velocity since it's needed for the controller to work properly. The designed controller and differentiator are applied practically to an experimental laboratory size magnetic levitation system and the results were plotted to show the behavior of the system under the effect of the designed controller. The experimental results reveal clearly the effectiveness and ability of the suggested controller in forcing the steel ball to follow various desired position.
Introduction
Magnetic levitation is a method which describe that an object is levitated in a controlled magnetic field with no support. The magnetic field has the opposite power to gravity attraction of the ball. Maglev features are efficient, frictionless, far-out sounding technologies [1] .In Figure( 1)the steel ball is levitated by virtue of the electromagnetic field against the gravity force. And control signal represents the voltage that altered into current via a driver included within the Maglev unit, where steel ball is take a position along the electromagnet perpendicular axis. And for the ball position is obtained by a set of infrared rays transmitters and receiver that were detected, the infrared ray is cut off by means of steel ball vertical movement [2] .
Recently many researches have been done of controlling the Maglev system. In [3, 4] , the feedback linearization method was proposed in order to obtain a controller design for Maglev system. The reason behind this easy dynamic model was for the nominal of parameters system that investigated at the procedure design, also it was noticed that parameters has variations due to conditions of environment or thermal drifts that resulted in some stability problems, a controller robustness and accuracy. Nonlinear controllers [5, 6] , linear controllers and robust like H∞ and optimal control [7, 8] , control based on phase space [9, 10, 11] fuzzy control and methods of neural network [12] were other approaches that proposed for controlling Maglev systems. Generally, a suggested model dynamic for this system ordinarily own a kind of uncertainties because of simplified dynamic equation and its parameters. Furthermore, the measurements for position of the levitated object described as noisy that it drives to several hardness in the systems feedback control. The approach of sliding mode control is considered as the important and efficient tools to be designed under name of robust controllers and dynamical systems that are operating with parameter's uncertainty and output disturbance [13] . For the first implementation of ASMC on Maglev systems executed in [14] . It presented that an ASMC provides preferable transient and better response performance than classical sliding mode control (CSMC) controllers. But, the existing dynamics has been neglected in the model also the ball's movement was limited at range of 1 mm. Chen et al. [15] designed an ASMC instead of many various type of Maglev systems which named dual-axis positioning for maglev system. Also Buckner [16] offered a steps to estimate the bounds of uncertainty utilizing artificial neural network, consequently implement it to SMC of a maglev system. New methodologies which proposes in [14] with designing the ASMC. The pinpoint is to get achievement for robust adaptive gain and control law of sliding mode adaptive with existence of uncertainties without knowing of its bound (but only the feature bounds known). The suggested ways consist of taking an adaptive control gain which confirms a sliding mode for finite time.
While some system states are unavailable, the differentiator will regenerate these states. Here which worked as an estimator is a controller to estimate the unknown system states of that depend on the measured outputs and inputs. It is fundamentally a numerical regeneration for system, came by the system input with signal presenting the difference between the system measured value and observer outputs [17] . The skillfulness to produce a sliding motion where the error difference of the output of the differentiator and output of measured plant guarantees a Sliding Mode Differentiator (SMD) that presents a set of estimated states which for sure accurately proportional to the actual plant output . As soon as differentiator referred to Luenberger, the distinction between an output of the plant and the differentiator fed back linearly into the differentiator. But, with the existence of disturbance and uncertainty, a Luenberger differentiator is usually (a) Incapable to impose the output of the estimation for error to be zero and (b) the status of differentiator do not converge to the system states [13] . This paper, consist an ASMC is proposed for the maglev system. It is designed in order to force a steel ball to tracking a desired position utilizing force of magnetic. Furthermore, a SMD is also designed for velocity estimation.
This research is organized as follows subordinate: in section two the mathematical model for the maglev system is represented. In section three and four, the ASMC is designed, and then in section five the SMD is designed. In section six the designed controllers are implemented practically to a real time maglev system and finally some conclusions are addressed in section seven.
Description of Maglev Mathematical Model:
The Maglev system shown in Figure ( 2) it consists of a magnetic suspension system, which aim to control the perpendicular ball position by means of increasing the electromagnet current through the input voltage signal. The nonlinear model of Maglev system is gathering between the current coil and the position of steel ball as in following:
The Maglev system nonlinear model is described as in Eq. (1) below:
2 , is the coil constant, is the ball mass and g the gravity while is the magnetic force produced by the coil. To offer the entire model there will be a relation between the coil current, the control signal that insert analyzing the hole Maglev circuit. However, an inner control loop is enforced Maglev to saving a current related with control voltage that generated:
The bound of control voltage signal is set to [+5 − 5 ] . The steel ball is detected by an infrared sensor that can be featured the vertical direction of the steel ball from the horizontal ones. The distance for this ball from coil minimum and maximum are 0.5 cm and 0.25 cm, respectively [16, 17] . The differential equations which describe the dynamics of Maglev system is specified by Eqs. (1 and 2). 
Design of Adaptive Sliding Mode
Control:
Any engineering system is assume adaptive if it can preserve its behavior, or be out despite of variations in its circumstances or in its own parameter. On the other hand, small variations or little ranges of variation in structure of this system or parameters of system may considered as uncertainty that treated with dynamic operation as via the design of statically process or by the design of feed-forward and control feedback systems [18] .Now talking about the rules of ASMC, the first ASMC law used the concept of equivalent control that inters dynamics of low pass filter also parameter which was hard for making tuning [19] .The second ASMC is completely original. The speculation of the perturbations not needed through control equivalent as in [20] (Theorem 2) also not overvalue the gain control which was as in [21] (Theorem 1). Moreover, the general second ASMC gain algorithm demand less effort of parameters tuning instead of the first one:
where the gain adaptation law is defined by
Where ( ) is the sliding mode controller gain, The purpose of ASMC is to force the states of Maglev system to access and remain on a particular sliding surface. Throughout sliding motion the ball position make tracking for the desired position by means of controlling the control voltage signal. It is common knowledge in SMC, the first step design is to choose the discontinuous surface to obtain the sliding motion that demonstrates the desired features. With regard to the discontinuous function usage, it's essential properties, the system closed loop robustness also the convergence in finite time [22] . To get rid of these difficulties, as for example, an approximate signum function able to be utilized or by adding a LPF with ASMC in order to reduce chattering [23] .Considering the SMC control signal as;
Where is the maximum used voltage. According to the suggested SMC law (5), a famous unwanted chattering behavior will be induced as a result of the discontinuity at switching surface ( = 0). In order to remove chattering, the SMC law (5) is replaced with an approximate continuous function given by;
Here the design parameter ( )is determined according to the following [25] ; set the initial value for a dummy variable as = ,then;
Where > 0, > 0, < (0) < , is the minimum possible value of ( ) and its maximum possible value. The SMC built in Simulink as an embedded function with saturation as shown in 
Design of Sliding Mode Differentiator:
For here the section about sliding mode differentiator (SMD) constructing to mimic of ball position derivative i.e., the steel ball velocity 2 . The dynamics of differentiator utilized here is depending on the work presented in [26, 27] . A classical SMD is given as the dynamical system;
where � 1 is the estimation of 1 such that � 1 (0) = 1 (0), is the error function, that offer the switching function of the SMD dynamics. Whereas, , and are the parameters of differentiator that are chosen such that the error differentiation is get to a minimum. The SMD establish in Simulink as a system block as shown in Fig. (A-2) in Appendix (A),where = 40 , = 20, = 0.02 .
Simulations Result and Discussions:
The implementation of the proposed ASMC law (8) for practical work on the computercontrolled Maglev is examined. The configuration is presented in Fig. (1) . The ASMC parameters that were used for the entire experiments are = 1, = 2 , = 2.5 , The second experiment has taken another desired ball position which is = 0.0256 m. The proposed ASMC forces the ball reaches stability and obtains the desired position as shows in Fig. (7) . This is a direct result of forcing the sliding variable to the sliding manifold = 0 as clarified in Fig. (8) . The control voltage signal is plotted in Fig. (9) , where it can be seen that control effort needs approximately 1 volt in order to maintain the ball at 0.0256 m. 
C. Experimental Results of ASMC for sinusoidal desired ball position:
This experiment has taken the desired position as = 0.03 + 0.007 * sin ( ). The ball position for the selected desired ball position has been plotted with time in Figure(10) . This plot showed the excellent performance for the proposed ASMC. This behavior can also be expressed from Figure( 11) that the ASMC forces the sliding variable to get reaches the sliding manifold. The system dynamics is exchanged by ̇+ = 0 at the sliding manifold. As a result, the error difference of the measured and the desired goes to zero asymptotically and therefore a steel ball position tracking the desired path for sinusoidal input reference. Moreover, the control voltage signal has been plotted in Figure(12) , with maximum voltage value is less than the chosen = 2.1 . Finally, the estimated ball velocity via SMD, which used in the switching function is shown in Figure( 
Conclusions:
The design of ASMC with SMD for the Maglev system is used in this research paper. The basic thing of the design is control the steel ball position for tracking the desired reference trajectory with existence of uncertainty in system model and the measurement of steel ball position only. The practical experimental results, with the desired ball position 0.0125 , 0.0265 also for sinusoidal input reference clarified the effectiveness of the proposed controller where one second was needed to make the ball reach the reference trajectory. 
